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a dwelling for the visually impaired
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Is architecture a form of built art that must be seen to be appreciated?
This thesis is an attempt to integrate a household for a couple in which
one spouse is visually handicapped and the other is fully sighted. 1 want to
explore how such an environment can be both functional and stimulating to both,
without becoming sterile.
Thus my challenge is to create stimulating
architecture which is to be appreciated by someone who can not see, while at the
same time not be obtrusive with the implementations so that the sighted person
can also enjoy it. The way in which textures are used in wall and floor coverings
give a space audio qualities that we sighted people don't always realize.
Circulation, temperature and odor, when combined with enclosure, are things with
which one can create a non-visual spatial experience. My aim will be to combine
these qualities to create a space to be appreciated by both the visually impaired
and the fully sighted.
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Definition of blindness
The legal definition of blindness is: Central visual acuity of 20/200 or
less in the better eye, with corrected lenses; or central visual acuity of more
than 20/200 If the peripheral field is restricted to a diameter of 20 degrees or
less.
This means that a person is legally blind if he can identify only at 20 feet
or less what a person with normal vision can identify at 200 feet, or if his field of
vision is so restricted that he can see only a very small area at one time.
Legal blindness then does not necessarily mean total sightlessness. In
fact, over 90% of the legally blind have some residual vision, and this remaining
vision should be exploited to its greatest possible potential.1

3ae\c Guidelines
An individual's vision may vary under differing circumstances and with
different tasks, as vision depends upon the eye condition, the amount of lighting
present, the distance of the object from the viewer, and the amount of visual
discrimination needed.
13lind pereone do not possess a sixth sense to compensate for their loss
of vision. Also their remaining senses are no better than those of sighted
individuals. The visually handicapped simply learn to better utilize their remaining
senses since they have little or no vision on which to rely.2

Orientation and Mobility
Orientation and mobility involves the art and science of presenting to the
blind or visually handicapped individual instruction and experience in those aids,
methods, services, and skills which will enable the individual to move about his
environment with confidence, safety, and purpose. The teaching of an awareness
of relevant factors in an individual's environment and of the use of the remaining
senses, such as auditory, tactual, olfactory, kinesthetic, and temperature, to
determine one's position in this environment and to use these factors for safe
and purposeful travel.3

1 Wetsch,

Riki, A Guide for Working With the Older I3lind Person Helena, Montana:
isual Services, 1976, pg 2.

2
5

ibid., pg 3.
ibid., pg 9.

The sun never knew how wonderful it was until It fell on a building.
-Louis Kahn
How does someone with little to no vision "see" their environment? Do
they acquire a spatial sense of "place?" Do other senses create an image of size,
texture, and enclosure? Is it possible to direct someone through a space by
utilizing their non-visual senses? With manipulation of building materials, can
circulation be enhanced by varying texture, odor, sound, and temperature? How
can a space built to enhance a blind person's orientation and enjoyment, be
stimulating to a sighted person? Should resale of the building be a factor in its
specific design? In other \Norde: Should the space be completely designed to hide
the fact it is for a handicapped person?
A large portion of the visual input is redundant, with much
more information than anyone is ever likely to pick up, and
much of it can be sacrificed. For example, a cartoon can
convey a great deal of information with a few simple lines. The
perceptual process is constantly trying to find simplifying
regularities and consistencies to detect and discard unwanted
redundant stimuli which may overload input channels.4
The process of seeing can be separated into three processes: A process
of sensing, a proce ss of selecting, and a process of perceiving.
Eyes collect a set of sensa (colored patches which form, so to say, the
raw material of seeing), and the visual field is the totality of such sensa which
may be acquired at any given moment. Collection is followed by selecting, a
process in which a part of the visual field is discriminated, singled out from the
rest. There is also a psychological basis for selection; for on an given occasion
there is generally something in the visual field which is in our interest to
discriminate more clearly than any other part of the field. The part of perceiving
entails the recognition of the collected and selected sensum as the appearance
of a physical object existing in the external world, It is important to remember
that physical objects are not given as primary data. The external physical object
makes its appearance only when we have discriminatively selected the sensum
and used it to perceive with. It is our minds which interpret the sensum as the
appearance of a physical object out in space.

4

Huxley, Aldous, The Art of Seeing Seattle: Montana £ooks, Publishers, Inc.,

1975.

Sensing is not the same as perceiving.
The eyes and nervous system do the sensing, the mind does the
perceiving.
To a person with poor vision it becomes interesting and necessary to
utilize the little bit of visual input that is still left. The play of light and shadow,
the interaction of lights on darks; the use of contrast to separate planes and
space is the key to proper implementation of materials. Shadows that lay
across a floor and caress a wall give the intersection of the two a place in the
space of that room. The patterns that are created give a subtle quality of
direction and texture as they become focal points in the room exposing the
imperfections of the materials. Dirty glass becomes a canvass for the play of
light streaking through a tree's branch, giving the transparent a solid quality.
Combining these effects can give a place a true sense of space and
understanding.

Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play of
masses brought together in light. Our eyes are made to see
forms in light, light and shade reveal forms...5

5

Teck Meng, Lee, Perceiving Architecture without Eves. Sinapore: School of
Singapore Architecture Journal, 1990, pg. 70.
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Husband
The husband is 65 and he lost his sight due to glaucoma which
was diabetes related. He is now legally blind but otherwise is healthy and
in use of his other senses. His vision is rated at 20/200, which means
his perception of an object 20 feet away is how one with healthy vision
would percieve it at 200 feet. In relating it to someone with good vision,
he says it is like looking through dirty smeared-up shop glasses. For this
reason, he would like to see a fair amount of light reaching all rooms of
the house as he does have a good perception of lights and shadow. He
feels that each room should be easy to find and understand.
A formerly active hunter and outdoorsman, he purchased the site
in 1975 and used it to camp on when in the state hunting and enjoying
the natural splendor of the area. He loved the mountains of the area and
always dreamed of living on his land but had a lucrative business and
could not afford to move. Now that he is retired he and his wife would like
to build on their land and live out their lives in Montana. He would like a
building that reflects the environment, while at the same time not being
just another log house. He would like it to be an environment he can freely
move about but having an interesting path in which to do so.

At age 64, she is a healthy and alert woman with no health
problems. Like her husband, she enjoys the mountains of Montana and
often spends time riding horse in them with the neighborhood women while
visiting. 5he likes the rustic houses in the nearby canyons and would like
a house that blends into the site and has a quality of having being grown
over.
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Illinois Regional Library for the f3lind, Chicago
5tanley Tigermari
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Illinois Regional Library, Chicago

Fanciful and functional
Nory Miller

A library for the blind and physically
disabled represents an inventive
response by Stanley Tigerman to design
problems of a social and formal nature.

Stanley Tigerman—enfant terrible of the
Midwest—has had a career full of transi
tions. He has moved from Walter Netsch to
Paul Rudolph to Harry Weese to Mies van
der Rohe to Piet Mondrian. poo art. and Art
Deco: from the Utopian Instant City to con
cerned public housing, speculative private
housing, and chic, kicky houses He is now
the seasoned guerrilla leader of a "there is
more to life than less" movement in Chi
cago and that city s representative to con
temporary symposiums on architecture
Over the past two years or so. there has
been a pronounced shift in his architec
ture. Lines that once were straight are now
curved; black and white has become
technicolor; and multiple inversions of
perceptual logic have appeared. It is his
particular brand of non-modernism.
neither "white' nor "gray" really, nor even
thoroughly "post His own description is
that he is making architecture couched in
humor, architecture that is fun Humor,
human. " he says, "the words even work
together
The very best of these new buildings,
and the only one completed, is the Illinois
Regional Library for the Blind and Physi
cally Handicapped and Community Li
brary in Chicago, which opened in Feb
ruary it is an ambitious design that
manages to be particularly sensitive to the
needs of its patrons intelligently sited with
provisions for expansion, under budget,
and also Tigerman s current architectural
manifesto
Remarkably, all this takes place in a
tignt-budgeted (S1 9 million), tight-sited,
tight-programmed government building,
subject to a full range of OSHA regula
tions, in which Tigerman was the design-

Author: Nory Miller formerly managmn
eaitor of inianci Architect in Chicago, has
recently |Oined A!A Journal

ing consultant to the official architect, the
City of Chicago s Bureau of Architecture
(Jerome R Butler Jr.. City Architect).
The library serves three functions: it is
the State of lllinois's distribution center
(essentially a post office) for books and
cassettes for the handicapped: Chicago s
public library for the blind and those in
wheelchairs: and a small branch library for
its inner-city community. By the time
Tigerman was hired, the program was set
and a small triangular site on Chicago s
Near West Side was purchased. Tigerman
located the building on two sides of the
triangle, left the third for grade-level park
ing, and left a one-bay-wide hole for future
stack expansion. The last was ac
complished by subdividing the library's
two-story height into three levels of stacks,
which were arranged to be split-level to the
rest of the building.

P
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Freestanding element and curved corner mark entry for parking.

wl .
value of flexible, universal space to design
a totally specific, highly successful build
ing arouna tnree basic principles. First, the
plan is linear because a linear plan can be
followed and memorized more easily with
out sight. Second, all furniture is built-m so
it can be learned ana avoided. Third, ev
erything is soft-cornc.ed to reduce the
hazard from collision All of which allowed
Tigerman to indulge his long-time adher
ence to meticulous detailing and his new
found fascatio" with curves
The focus of the interior is an undulating
circulation counter It sweeps the entire
length of the building from the entrance
to the bui!d;ng to the entrance to the
second fiOOr. It is not only counter
but nand r 3... 54 in. hign. signaling with
each dip and inner bend the presence of a
sta" oerson The deeoest dip signals the
cnec<dut desk. A third cutaway under
neath the counter permits people m
wnee ciairs re move out of the circulation
oaf i.loon entering, the first thing a blind
oenon (or anyone else) comes to is a
staffed control desk. Here he can be di
rected to the right td the vdlunteer reading
rddm left td the Idunge with plug-in
mdnitdrs fdr cassettes, dr td the Braille
cataldg and circulatidn cdunter beydnd
Tne card cataidg is unique Tigerman
vo.'ked cldsely with the American Federaor c: the Blind in deveicpmg the catalcg
as well as on other design elements in the
ounding Behind the cdunter. stacks are
cidsed. since Braille bddks are drganized
in a special prder.
On the secdnd flddr. Tigerman has
/vdven—mtd the spaces net dccupied by
stacks—a ccmmunity branch library and a
variety dt staff functidns mtertdcked like a
curvilinear Chinese puzzle. It is full df
Tigerman pranks such as a pre-schddl
carpeted "environment" shdt thrdugh with
darK tunnels "in which dnly the blind chil
dren can read" and a tiny staff Idunge
nanasdmeiy subdivided mtd different level
seating areas "td acccmmddate feuds
Tne branch library s dverly zealdus
smgie-use zdnmg prdgram. separating
adults teens, children and pre-schddlers.
s ndnetheiess thdughtfully served oy
cunt-m banquettes backed by table-height
couriers and chairs
Tnere are a few ddd mdments a wall
"ha: suddenly breaks mtd unduiatidns td
meet a requirement fdr minimum corriddr
width, squeezed frdm the dther side by
columns The rumpled wall apparently per"arms accustical tasks fcr the auditdnum it
eaces. a serendipitdus result, but ddes
ddk ime a ndt-yet-attended fdund dbiect
Oh tie whdie. the interior is taut,
•esfameo. mdre than serviceaole and as
"ige'man says, "dn the dime
Putting up a front
o^enor cdmpmes two fdrmai ideas
:-e 2C:"-Century building as mach.ne and
tie ce-mooem wail as twd-dimensidnai
"=c=cr Tne maenme s enclosed m onght
-=:a' panels, its cd^es ce'eoratea m
~->e

.f

portholes instead df windows with the
sea-gomg metaphor continued briefly in
side by the design of the railings
The facade is the long hypotenuse of the
triangular building, facing a maior street it
is one very long, very heavy concrete pour,
painted gray and pierced by a 165-ft un
dulating window The window is Tiger
man s willful act of irrationality "Blindness
is irrational, as is the window, he says with
a logic that would make sense only on the
other side of the looking glass
Then in a true spirit of multivaience
Tigerman aiso explains the window as 1) a
cardiac arrest dn an EEG 2) a gun pdmted
at Walter Netsch's head (Netsch. dnce his
mentdr. designed Circle Campus which
sits cater-ccrnered td the library) 3) a
special wmddw td be iddked dut df by
thdse m wheelchairs, hence the idw height,
or by staff members, hence the periodic
bulges, and 4) a tilted tabie-tdp versidn df
the adiacent corriddr cdnfiguratidn. Ar
chitects." he says, "have been painting
structure cn elevatidns fdr years. I ve
painted circulatidn "
The iast. truly an iccnddastic statement
in the land df structural expressicnism
where he practices, is just cne mdre witty
stand, as he recently admitted. Just as dne
suspected. Tigerman drew the frdhcking
line first, liked it. and later reflected it m the
plan and elevation of the circulation
counter
The form that was so pleasing to his eye
is a familiar one—John Heiduk s cloud
cut-out in the Barbar House Michael
Graves s celestial soffit: ultimately late
cubism, especially Matisse s gouaches.
Not surprisingly, the window has be
come the building s logo, appearing as the
shape of signs, on stationery, and the rest.
For the window is not a symbol of some
thing. but the equivalent of applied orna
ment, which is symbolic m its own way
Significantly, though, the butt-glazed light
motif is not applied but inserted, literally
forcing the top of the solid concrete wall to
behave as a beam. It is indeed willful
Ornament is also invoked by the brightly
colored pipes, braces, and wires running
in and around the building But here it is a
high-tech happening, even system-coded
as m a factory, and with no distinction be
tween mside and outside
While the pipes tell us what they are in a
matter-of-fact manner as if this were some
thing we needed to know—a cliche as
widespread in nonmdustriai as well as in
dustrial buildings these days, albeit here
interestingly limited td a Mdndrian
palette—the waving wmddw tells us ndtnmg at ail. At least, ndthmg a passerby
cculd be expected td understand it ddes
ndt say anytnmg addut the kind df building
this is dr the functidns inside as rrngnt a
Beaux-Arts design element it is ndt ccmmunicative df man s oiace m nature or tne
scheme df tnings as Hejduk s and
Graves s cidud images mignt be m;e'preted It is simply there—berserk BeauxArts—thumbing its ndse at gravity aid
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Poured concrete wall acts as a beam to scan 165-ft-iong butt-jointed window, elsewhere. Panels on exterior of building are baked enamel

Visitors enter mam door behind curved corner (left), in
side. corridor for blind is edged by "tactile service
counter (below), counters curve in staff lounge (above).

A twc-car garage in the snaoe ot an autcmoone (atove. right) will be parkec cn the lot (beiow) wnen completed.
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even the rest of the buiiamg
Similarly, the concrete wall leacs
down a number of architectural patns o~:y
to bail out at the last minute in tne s
est
sense, the wall is a resoonse to core•:
recognition of a major tnorouchfare >e:
the building's abstraction, its iac« of c c tinuity with the surrounamgs. howeve'
grim, and its disconcerting scaleiess-ess
as if one were driving uo to a carcooa'o
model, defeat any real melding

Violating visual preconceptions

\'it

.

Tnree-dimensional protections indicate several
afferent elevations snown within the geometric config
uration the building assumes on this triangular site

J
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One is tempted to read the wail as facade
as the building's face, either m ore-modern
terms or as Hejduk or practitioners o so-called Philadelphia Scnool nave re
vived it. For one tning. Tigerman ciea r ..
distinguishes between walls nere rare'
than treating the exterior as skin hie - az in
troduced slots that proclaim the waii as a
planar frontiSDiece. detaching it from
the building and giving a a specia
significance, already imoiied by the d "e r ent material, color, and window patte""
However. this wall is not the frontiso ece
not the face, not the entry The entry is
around the ccrner. contained within tne
red machine It has an elaborately sym
bolic gateway, decked out with flag a^c
signs, leading to an almost Palladian portal. somehow altogether appropriate as a
seguential entrance to a linear plan Tne
concrete wall, screaming to 0e recog
nized. has been trumped, and is left a
dangling participant, its role contradictory
Contradictory as well are basic propo
sitions involving material The juxtapos.tion
of metal and concrete sets up an auto
matic focus on the contrasting nature of
these materials Yet the minimal fenestra
tion of the guarter-inch metal panels gives
them the appearance of extreme weight
while the sguigglmg window denies the
real weight of the concrete Paint is then
applied td all surfaces, perceptually reduc
ing them to the uniform thickness of emul
sion—yielding yet another reading
The side of the building that looks taller
is two stories, the shorter side is three
The formality of the freestanding gate
way is interrupted by a blue drainpipe
whipping through it.
The area of an office increases with the
status of the staff memoer occupying it.
but the number of windows decrease
None of them is placed for a view out to the
street anyway
The tyranny o f gravity is overthrown py
the wavy window but reinstated in brignt
yellow exposed cross braces
The building is a series of contradic
tions. of paths begun out not followed of
assumptions undone out not replaced
Whatever is handy is grist, whether it be
the PdSt-war modernism Tigerman was
drought up in or tne eariy modern and
Beaux-Arts revival ooouia r now. or work
by his contemocar;es Another movement
will be explored nere toe— POD art—wnen
tne two-car garage n me shape cf an au
tomobile (see mcoe' o-o:ci parked or ;ne
lot is finished
Tigerman piays me car of an :mp u-ae'

the influence 0' aaaaists 5;.: -e is no
dadaist himsei' He is toe ser ous aocut
materialist tnmgs >e'misr aoouttne
sleekness 0' surfaces, the fiusrness 0; de
tails. about minin-!£i:s; colors 3rd shapes
He is serious aoout naro^are ana se r ous
when ne lines the eievator—floors, .vans
and ceiling—m Pn-elh r ubbe r tiie He s
especially serious wnen he expiams ~ow
he not only designed tne bu;;o ng no: only
executed me interiors, but aiso oesig^ea
the special caieroa r s ana maps, anc
chase the wastebaskets. disnes. and ever,
pencil cups
This is Tristan Tzara. coming to you trom
the Playboy Mans.on 7 7 7
In tne ena Tige'man is doing exact ',
what he says ne is aomg He is navmg *un
While otners carry on an arcnitectura' revo
lution reformation ne is Picking up the
well ana wounaea "rom all siaes ana piaying with them Tne 'ormai impertinences of
nis contemporaries. nne canons of aead
Masters, are just so much raw material for
his conceotua 1 ns'ZDiias
In the ena. tne r e s an energetic, sophis
ticated. formally inventive, and tndrougnly
resppnsibie build ng. But the r e is not really
any manifesto White architecturally aware
and attunea Tige'man is ana always nas
been apolitical.

Data
Project: lllino.s Reg era Library tor the 3i.no
and Pnysicaiiy Hanc caDDea and the Commu
nity Library. Cn:cagc :
Architect: Stan;e> ~ german & Associates m
association witn tre 3ureau ot Arcn.tecture City
of Chicago Stame> " german. arcnitect m
cnargeof desigr Je'ome R Butler, city ar
chitect Robe't E c ugman. associate in cnarge
Dan Sutheriana Pc~ara TaransKy and Rafiaue
islam, assistants
Programs: 32.000-sq-'t Dubhc library for
411 000 buna, naracaoped and nonnandicaopec oeoc e Colors are bnght for
tnose with wea* 0' 'a mg vision, and to provioe
pleasant atmosorere ior the sighted SDaces
include voluntee' r eaa ng room, ceschooi oiay
area, cnitdren ar.a . o^ng adult section
machine repair area offices, small branch li
brary on seconc r ocSite: app one ac r e " angular site on Dusy inter
section soutnwes: o : Cnicaao Circle Camous of
Unive r sity of It. ~ois Svuctural system Steei
frame on 25-tt-scuare bay with steel tension
cables ana tu'r o^c- es tor lateral Dracmg
Poured concete wa 'acmg street acts as a
beam to span tne 1 65- f t-iong outt-iomted winaow
Major materials: s'ee oa*eci enamel oaneis
concrete g>osu~cca r d iBuilOing materials. 0
134 )
Mechanical system: ga? lueied. 'orcea a.'
neatmg roottco j " :?\ m exposed aucts fc r
neat.ng ana 3 c
Consultants:'.'.3 are .mn Migoa inc
mecr.anica
_ M tcre 1 inc st'uctura.
General contractor: .Var' 3rct h e , c mc
Client: Chicago 3 ..c :- r,ra r y. C '. 0' C^cago
Cost:
95:
5Cj 5'oePhotos: Phinc "u"e -
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House Near New York for a 5lind Man
Charles Moore and Richard 3. Oliver

Extra sensory perceptions

MASTE
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION

Charles Moore and Richard B. Oliver
design a house in the grand manner for
a blind man and his sighted family,
reminding us that the way a house feels
is just as important as the way it looks.

Not far from New York, a large, handsome
house sits atoo a knoll overlooking some of
the most beautiful countryside in the east
ern Unitec States. This house is the latest
installment m the continuing saga of the
Great American Country House, a story
that began some 250 years ago in Tidewa
ter Virginia, with ensuing chapters written
ever since all across our country. It is a
country seat not far removed in spirit from
the stately homes of England upon which
our earliest grand houses were modeled
But this house is different from all its pred
ecessors in one very important respect: its
owner has never seen it. Or has he?
Charles Moore and Kent C. Bloomer, in
their recently publisned book. Body,
Memory, and Architecture (Yale University
Press, 1977), have written.'The h/sfonc
overemphasis on seeing as the primary
sensual activity in architecture necessarily
leads us away from our bodies. This re
sults in an architectural model which is not
only expenentially imbalanced but in
danger of being restrictive and exclusive
especially when we consider that all
sensory activity is accompanied by a bod
ily reaction " Thus they oefme one of the
most salient omissions and most pressing
requirements in contemporary architec
ture: the neea to design for all the senses.
Perhaps tne most glaring fallacy in much
of the neo-P'atomc architecture of the past
half century nas been the dangerous belief
that a humanly satisfying building need not
take more '".to consideration than propor
tional perfection or compositional purity
Many sucr ouiidings have attained their
diagrammatic climax much more effec
tively in two Dimensions than they ever
have in tr-ee. out a house for real people
with real bcaies must account for mucn
more
When Charies Moore and Richard B
Oliver were commissioned to design a

house for a man who had lost his sight
three years earlier, they foun0 a unique
opportunity to implement solutions to those
neglected aspects of architectural design,
and. in Moore's words, "to make some
thing that could be felt as well as be seen."
The architects did not approach the pro
gram with the genteel reticence, the
euphemistic circumlocution, that turned
the client and his wife away from several
previously considered architects who
could not even mention the inescapable
fact of the client's blindness. But Moore
and Oliver were not afraid to SDeak the un
speakable, mainly because the exigencies
of the situation do\ etailed quite neatly with
concerns these architects have dealt with
elsewhere. And so oegan one of the most
inspiring architect-client relationships in
recent history.

MASTER _
BEDROOM

SECOND FLOOR

•CONSEr

On his blindness
The first and most messing problem the
architects faced was how to make their
plans "visible" to a -lan who cannot see. A
partner in Charles Moore's Connecticut of
fice had recently b<.. t a vacuum press,
and it was immedia:e y put to use in mak
ing three-dimensicai plans, raised in
those areas usualK jrawn mpoche on a
traditional plan. The-eby the client literally
was able to let his r -gers do the walking,
and from the very beginning could partici
pate m the design L""ocess with an in
volvement unusua e i . en in a sighted per
son The client's ma ** requirements were
quite simple: he d;" ~ot want his house to
look like a home fc a olind man. and he
wanted its design :* enhance the inde
pendence that he c;-'ectly understands to
be a handicappec L"e r son's strongest de
sire. and. more ofte- :^an not. his most
humiliating depriva:
This is especially
true m the case o f j man, who remains
active, agile, and a:- etic.
The client is a vie: — of a disease called
retinitis pigmentosa a r are congenital
condition that cause; 'reversible degen
eration of the retina .-.~d wnicn is therefore
unsusceptible to e. f :*ansoiants Once
thought to afflict o- "~e old (and therefore
often misdiagnose.- as an extreme result

ORANGERIE

LIVING
ROOM

ENTRv

FIRST FLOOR

CN

of the aging process), retmiti pigmentosa
has just recently been recognized as an
inherited condition Though usually ap
pearing only m middle age. the symptoms
in this man s case began in his early 30s.
and advanced with uncommc'i speed
within nine months of the onset of the dis
ease. his sight was gone But if you have
tears to sned./orget it. Since he went bimc
this remarkable man has gone on to ski
every slope at Asoen (though naturaily he
favors the runs with the fewest trees), anc
has been seen to wander off of an after
noon to pick fruit on his property, unaidec
returning with arms full of peaches
In tneir construction of an environment
that would enhance and exploit their
client s unimpaired sense of his body, the

House near New York

Pool Davilion (above) has solar collectors for heating and belvedere window tor cooling.
Living room (right) nas indirect lighting, belvedere windows.

house he is. His increased deoenoence on
his sense of hearing mace the client espe
cially eager to have discrete, aurally in
telligible spaces m whicn to live, making it
possible not only for mm to gauge his own
wnereaoouts. but also to be aware of the
approaching presence of others. For in
stance. the souna of footsteps in a small,
uncarpeted entry niche oetween tiled
n allway and carpeted living room an
nounces an arrival.
Not ail the compensatory considerations
-.•/ere Quite so protective as ail this sounds.
Many others were conceivea for sheer
sensory delight, and would be welcomed
by any sensually aware oerson. even if he
could see—as indeed three-quarters of
the inhaoitants of this house can. Not one
of the senses is forgotten Since the blind
live in a world of surfaces, great care was
taken in the tactile qualities of the materials
used here Most visible—ana possibly the
only giveaway that a blind person lives
here—is the gorgeously crafted mahogany
railing that winds its way througn the cen
tral orangerie It was on a stop at a small
airport in western Pennsylvania that the
owner and his wife simultaneously
graspea a handrail and at once remarked
on its singular pleasantness to the touch
Richard Oliver, who was responsible for
most of the house s thoughtfully conceived
and exquisitely executea detailing, sent for
copies of the working drawings of the air
port prototype, and produced a close, al
beit consicerably more elegant, facsimile.
Thougn pimo. the client s eyes are
lonetneiess peripherally iignt-sensitive.
making the question of illuminat'On an im
portant one Direct artificial hgnt is painful
to nim. so as a result there is net a single
exposec light bulb in this nouse (espe
cially unusual in a work by Chares Moore.wnose familiar rows of exposed hgnt bulbs
nave become one of his most widely
copied trademarks). Inairect lighting was
used wne'ever possible, out the numerous
inventive solutions never seem nstitutional
nor are they even Darticuiariy nct;ceaoie
For those wno can see. the nouse "as a
carticuiariy restful visual aura arc though
promoted here bv dire necessity the light

ing emphasizes yet another area wherein
design for the handicapped has much to
instruct in design for everyone else.

Music to his ears
A dazzling array of ceramic tile was used
throughout (see P/A. March 1978, p. 96),
not least of all because the client likes its
cool, smooth surfaces, and its rich visual
range (like so much else here) makes one
realize that you don't have to oe blind to
enioy it. The most vivid tiles of all.in a loud
Art Deco pattern called Ritz Bar (which,
naturellement. also can be found in the bar
of the Ritz Hotel in Paris) line a craggy
fountain sunk into a fissure in the floor of
the orangerie. The fountain is the image of
a geooe—that recurrent Moore motif—with
the ncn purples and greens of the tile
bursting forth amidst the terra cotta pav
ing But the fountain delights another
sense, too: metal tuning forks are embed
ded in the fountain and produce a pleas
ant tinkling sound as water splashes pver
them.
The free-form planting areas in the
orangerie (and in the conservatory, not far
behind it) contain several varieties of fra
grant plants such as lempn trees, provid
ing an olfactory experience for what is un
doubtedly the most neglected of all the
senses in our deodorant-obsessed soci
ety The house also has a brilliantly worked
out natural ventilation system tnat obviates
the use of the air conditioning system on all
but the most oppressively hot summer
days and also eliminates the annoying
background noise and staie oaors that
conventional mechanical systems habitu
ally produce As a result, the owner.
seated in his living room cooled by a venti
lation wmoow high above his head, actu
ally can smell which way the wind is blow
ing oy the fragrance it carries from the
pine forest on one side of the property, or
from the oeach orchard on the other
With a slight stretch of the imagination,
then it can be said that the architects have
provioea for all five senses for if the fruit
grown in the orangerie can oe eaten, then
trie sense of taste can be aaaec to the
senses of sight, touch, sound, and smell

wmch are not only enhanced, but also im
aginatively intermingled here. The stagge r
mg oreaath of detail to which the ar
chitects acdressea themselves makes this
job a triumpn of logistics as well. A set cf
"reo booKs" documenting every single
specification ana every last design aecisipn were compiled and referred tp at the
design conferences < well over a hundrec
m all) oetween the architects and their
clients. In that way. the potentially daunt
ing range of issues in designing a house
for a blind man could oe aoproacned
methodically and thorougnly, the only ra
tional answer to dealing with the numce r cf
things to be consicerea in this 12.000-sa-*.
house. One such unforeseen case in pom:
was the installation of an electric eye h *r »
house s inaoor swimming pool, activa'mr
small jets of hot water as the swimmer ar
proaches the ena of the pool, warning pr
an impending collisipn

Vision for the future
Architecturally, this nouse is a suoe'b
achievement. This cluster of five slate
roofeb oavilipns has the unmista.->ao | ':
blena of ease ana land-derived g r an<_eu'
that maKes it an mescaoaoly American
house It marks the ceginmng. pernios. C"
a new phase :n Charies Mpore s caree r
this house has a greater sense of reopse
than any of his other houses since his owr
Orinaa nouse of 1961. wmch ir. its cenera
massing seems a more direct source than
Stratfcra Hail, the Colonial plantation
house often invoked cv Moore anc others
Sensmveiy sued (with the advice of
Moore s sometime oartrer. W ,,am
Turnpull. who grew uc on similar terrain
this nouse is as in tcucn with its surround
ings as its master is witr. his.
Not for a moment t o .Moore and 0!ive r
see this commiss.cn as anything less tha(as the former r.as out ,t) a chance to cc
spmething not >n the narrow visual mold C'
the Moaern Movement Thev anc their ci
tron took the narsn v eaiities of his onncness ana seizec the opcortunity wth : n e
same sense of caring with wmcn the cue"'
apDroacnes every step :n ms life As a re
sult. this man can see •..£ house tar mce

house evOKes numerous images, from 18tn-Century manor nouses to 1920s 'Wall Street Pastoral

. icuum-torm plan ol segment of first Moor.

2'chitects first conside r ed his circulation
ana movement througn the house Blind
ceooie nave wei'-known difficulty negotiatng corners (or at ;east while preserving
:~e:r ctgnity. since they often bump into
fiem). so one of this house's maior design
t-iemes came from the chamtenng or
•oundmg of most corners. That gentle
"ocification eases him along tne way ins oe the nouse. as does the otner maior
:rcjiatior, aic - the varying textures used
_" i ceTOO" :o indicate one's position in the
"cuse
See me, hear me, touch me
Or re rirst floor large earth-coiored Mex:ar. auarry tiles are used m hallways and
"S K.tc^en. and tne oumpy. handmade
"e^t'.re s' tne tiies gives the nouse s owner
—e "ee^.ng oi unexpectea adventure be_ ea:n nrs feet that ne enjoys. Uostairs.
.•.a -:o-.va i carcet;ng is used m tne circuat'Cr a'eas. proviamg :ne sounc reduction
-=• :ne c ent aemancec. his "tearing hav"5 cecc""e. typically more acute since
"e ess us signt lr tne rooms z' ooth
• zt'z re Dwne r s <vire vetoed the use of
••.a - o-.va ca'cet on aesthet e jrounds
a:::'C!ng-v meca- oian*-ocrs are
:n rocm-sce cental rugs
>'• *
'99: 3* !•*"•£ ilCC
• *- - a-* *3r, C6tS f rr %: ' , 6 Wfl6'8 "

South side of house (afcove ana Below) has vipie-hung wmaow leacmg from dining room to terrace
cased on a similar design by Jefferson. Beivedere windows atop pavrons cool nouse naturally

I-. -.,

-jrj

completely than nany of the rest of us can
see our own Tms louse could well be an
nis'. vic turning ccnt in the way architec
tural aei.gn is oe'ceived not as a function
cf anv one sense out of all of them Here
two taientea arc- tects and their equally
talented clients s - ow us the way Will we
'allow'' (Martin F erj

Data
Project: house -93* New York
Architects: Cna' 9= Moore and Richard B
Oliver
Program: 3 res^ce'ie 'or a family of four, de
signee to accorrv-:ca;e me bimoness ol the
owne'. appealing- s remaining senses, while
aiso appealing v s.3 / to his sighieo wife and
cmidren and to v s :;-s
Site: 200-acre ru'a 'arm. ciose to a large urban
area
Structural system: .•.ood-trame construction.
so< oeamsand f-sses
Mechanical system: natural ventilation system
cotionai air conong. soiar-heated hot water
3"3 soiar-neatec
mmmg pooi
Major materials: :eza' c:aoDoards. redwood
coarcs. gypsum zzz'Z fie:ostone and slate
: See Building mate-a:s. p 134)
Consultants: E.e-r" 3aroe' mecnanical
3cegei & Zamec* • 5"uc:urai Miinoiiand &
0sen.interiors "=eece.coio' RicnardC
=ere's hgntmg
Contractor: wr-e ; a" reauest of client
Client: witnneia a' -sc^es: of cnenr
Cost: witnneis a - ••r^-es: c' cnen:
Photography: .V:—a- McGrath

j'3-ce'ie oco.T ?' acc-erigf." and right)
5 :s-"a. circj a - - - o u s e Mmogany
•». "g w -as
—vow oa^eci with
V9« ca- -j?.". • r anc.^'e'ti inoleaas
•.* ;3-L"e*ec: sec:—
320.9 • ri h '! floor
's
1 gra s
--o.;se indirect
- s»zz~
\ A3. <aRO'<e ngr.n
•—veizz" :::
: r-o'ec: .e o'owne r
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Auditorium and Music Building, Kentucky School for the Blind
Jaeper Ward and Robert Kjngsley

Auditorium and Music Building, Kentucky School for the Blind, Louisville

Hearing is believing
William Morgan

Sv2Z2

CHORUS! PRACTICE

SECTION B

in Jasper Ward's music school for the

blind, physical and visual properties
of space are exploited and emphasized
to heighten the building's legibility.

The new Auditorium and Music Building of
the century-old Kentucky School for the
Blind in Louisville demonstrates that it is
possible to produce exciting design for the
handicapped, even with limitations of
oudget and governmental regulations.
Dedicated last October and already pro
fessionally recognized by a 1977 Kentucky
Society of Architects Honor Award, the
new music school is also the most notable
example of contemDorary architecture
erectea in Louisville in recent years.
Louisville has a rich and generally ap
preciated 19-Century architectural herit
age, but new construction in Kentucky's
largest city is characterized by conser
vatism, timidity, and a sort of cte/a vu as
pect, as the current styles of the East and
West Coasts seem to appear here about a
decade late. This all-too-common provin
cial myopia has caused the city to overlook
the considerable talents of Jasper Ward
and the young designers that he attracts to
his office—easily the most avant-garde ar
chitectural firm in the region.
The unassuming exterior of the music
ouilding pernaps explains why Ward has
"?en a prophet without honor in his own
-ity. His existing buildings, and even his
scnemes for converting local grain
elevators and a railroad bridge over the
Ohio River into apartment blocks, tend to
stress a combination of imagination and
'unction at the expense of the sort of
^onumentality and egotism that capture
public's eye. Avoiding the temptation
0 upstage the all-too-boring institutional
''uctures that dot the Kentucky School for
Blind campus, the terra cotta-colored
' ck of the new building blends sensitively
•'•"h its neighbors.
; he building's main fagade is a flat brick

The music building at Kentucky School for the Blind is clearly articulated in a massing of
bold, hard-edge forms, with entrances cleanly cut from the brick walls. Such devices, and the
use of vivid colors inside, help partially-sighted students "read" the building's physical cues.

A uthor:

William Morgan is an associate orofes' if 'me arts at the University of Louisville

/

wall interrupted only by a colonnade. The
simple, boxlike masses of the building are
consciously plain, but the sharp edges
created by the unarticulated corners give
the feeling that the brick is not solid or
weighty, but rather a thin skin stretched
tautly across the building s surface.
The simple device of the full-length
colonnade—an ideogrammatic classical
stoa—makes a respectful reference to the
original School for the Blind, a monumental
Greek Revival building erected in 1855
and, sadly, demolished a few years ago.
The deep recesses of the colonnade,
piercing the wall instead of projecting from
it, give a sense of mystery. As one walks in
front of it. the openings change in relation
ship to one another, resulting in a
dynamism and a rhythm not unlike a musi
cal scale. Because the students are
trained to "feel" space and obstructions,
the rhythmic and sound characteristics of
this and other spaces have been con
sciously exploited. In some spaces carpet
is used on walls, and acoustic drapery,
acoustic glass, or metal reflecting panels
are also used to achieve special acoustic
individuality.
The factorylike—even severe—exterior
is in direct contrast to, and serves as an
appropriate functional container for the
bright, multicolored interior. The use of
color here, on elements such as exposed
ductwork, is more than just another exam
ple of the "exposed pipe school" that has
become such a design clich6, for all of the
colors are basic to the architectural pro
gram of the building.
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Color codes
Most of the kindergarten-through-12thgrade students are legally blind, but have
some degree of vision. They not only re
spond to bright colors, but the colors also
act as a guide to the building's different
functions.
Yellow identifies choral areas (including
a 42-seat hall-classroom), while bright red
is for exits, a lighter red is for the band
room and instrument storage areas, and
orange is for public spaces. A mixture of
primary colors is employed for 16 practice
cubicles and two piano practice rooms.
Blue and green are reserved for heating
and cooling pipes and ducts.
But the colors serve a far more important
psychological role in establishing an air of
brightness and exuberance. Orange, for
example, is used in the main 300-seat re
cital hall where painted truss-work offsets
the neutral-tone cinder-block walls. The in
tensity of the orange acoustical panels on
the walls and ceiling subtly changes in re
lation to their distance from the stage.
The auditorium, which is used for theater
and movie showings, as well as for re
citals, is built in traditional concert-hall
"double cube" configuration of 40' x 40' x
80'. Despite its size, the hall achieves an
intimacy and respects the building's scale
by being set below the mam floor level. Its
excellent acoustics are assisted by floor

UPPER BAND

SECOND FLOOR

LOBBY

BAND

UDUUUUUUUUULJUUUUUIJL-ILJIJD
FIRST FLOOR

In Doth the chorus room (above, top and middle) and band room (directly
above) vivid and contrasting colors are used to help the blind students,
many of whom have some sight, move about the buildingmore easily The
completely glass-enclosed corridor (too. left) acoustically separates the
band/chorus wing from the auditorium (shown on following pages) The
catwalk (left) running between the auditorium and its lobby leads to the
third floor mechanical penthouse and to ceiling apparatus of auditorium

—
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and wall carpeting, acoustical glass, and
metal reflecting panels.
Whimsical gooseneck lamps, also
painted orange and looking as though
they were borrowed from a railway station,
une the vestibule outside the auditorium.
This two-story main entrance and lobby
space also separates the building's com
munity and teaching functions. It is flanked
jv brick arcades that echo those of the ex•erior, and whose 7'-4" interstices also act
$ acoustical guides for the students. In
:ne center of this atrium is a red elevator in
a yellow shaft.
Through the arcade opposite the au
ditorium entrance one can glimpse the
multicolored practice rooms, as well as the
yellow choral and red band rooms. The
two-story hallway running between the
oractice cubicles and the atrium is cov
ered by a north-facing skylight roof that tur
ner illuminates the interior. The offices of
•e administration section are set off to one
end of the building, on the same side as
•ne recital hall and facing the rest of the
campus.
Some observers may find echoes in the
music school of work by other architectural
firms, such as Mitchell/Giurgola or Venturi
& Raucn in its exterior plainness, or Hardy
-otzman Pfeiffer in its use of color and excosed ducts. Louisvilhans may miss the
•ooortional subtleties of exterior massing,
:there is no doubt that as a facility for
:ne visually handicapped the building
.vorks well. In providing a pleasant envi'onment for those with impaired vision, the
-ew music school also enriches the visual
e^v.ronment of the sighted.

In auditorium, bright orange wall and ceiling acoustical panels contrast with buff-colored bnck.

jata
Auditorium and Music Building, KenSchool for the Blind. Louisville, Ky
Architect: Jasper D Ward: Robert K. Kingsley,
sroiect architect.
Program: amusic education and performance
"3c: itv. with administrative offices, lor
• noergarten-through-l2th-grade students. 90
• •J'cent of whom are legally blind
Site: a school campus, enclosed by existing
~ngs on tnree sides but facing a pedestrian
on fourth side.
Structural system: reinforced fully insulated
-terete masonry supports concrete slabs and
-terete fill on acoustical metal deck supported
"• • aar ioisis and fabricated steel trusses.
Mechanical system: roof mounted HVAC units
" • oe zone control: heating is electric.
M »|or materials: reinforced concrete, concrete
•scry, metal deck, steel trusses, extensive
meeting on floors and walls, acoustic drapery,
' stic glass, metal reflecting panels. (See
: "'Q materials, p. 134 )
Consultants: R B Whitney & Associates,
-:~anicai Hummel Engineering Associates.
;: ~ f a' Colleen. Anderson & Associates,
•acoustical.
J^nerai contractor: Wehr Constructors
C''«nt: Commonwealth of Kentucky.
£°*t: Si 589.287 30. $60 per sqIt
holography: jasper D Ward
Project:

'-.ckv

AOMIN

Auditorium entry colonnade (above, below) creates visual/audio rhythm that helps guide students.

Case Four

-f;

Life Learning Center for the &\ind Retarded, doeton

Graham Gund

Life Learning Center for the Blind Retarded. Boston

De-institutionalizing for the blind

A projected learning center in an urban
area offers some interesting solutions
for a specialized program and clientele.

L
A building that is both contextual in terms
of its adjustment to the configuration of the
surrounding urban landscaoe and pro
gressive m terms of its resDonse to design
guidelines for the olind is planned for a
busy section of Boston The approximately
13.500-sq-ft facility, in the Bay Village sec
tion ot Boston, is a linear block that forms a
strong wall on the narrow site (35' x 270')
on Tremont 3t Confronted with the difficul
ties ot this site, cleared for a sinceabandoned urban renewal project, ar
chitect Granam Gund organized the func
tions of the facility in a linear OIOCK Thus
he was aole to keep the street line wmle
oermitting the building to remain IOW in
scale to fit in with the surrounamg
neigr.borhood of early 19th-century townnouses For this reason, too. the bunding s
entry f a<;ade is faced in brick, although the
rear sievation. overlooking a garoen. is
faced m stucco (The structure is simple
ana conventional: ODen web steel joists
soan the 27-ft width on a 9'-10" system of
structural bays: floors are concrete, i
The facility, a transitional home, is cart of
an evolving effort to "ae-institutionaiize
the living environme^' ot the olind ana tram
them to oecome self-sufficient enougn to
'ead normal lives Thus, for examole. resi
dential units are clusterea witn cooking
ana aming 'acilities to allow resiaents to
accustom themselves to apartment-styie
living
The living units, 'ocatea on tne secona
floor, are subaiviaec into private rooms
that ooen onto semi-oubhc living areas to
encourage socializing while still oe rr ~ittmg
or vacv A imea r corricor connects ail
these soaces. ana forms the primary orgamzii'n eiement for the blind. A
greenhouse ' bounding one side, olus
colored glass paneis in ths scutn-tacirg
wail (for those who can aimly oerceive col
ors) ana tracking strios mong 3 wai! wul
permit those jsir.j the '\iii to aifferentiate
the arcuomgs of spaces /.rule maintamnc

. _

Jul

. .i.

in tne center oiina will learn hc.v - o move freely on the^r own m the outsiae world

a basic point of reference Ccenmgs and
sitting areas in the nailway o r en: olma res
iaents. ana proviae the possoihty for af
ferent tvDes of social interact.on
Communal rooms will have a cnange in
ceiling heights so that the acoustics will
Change, further aistinguisr-g cifferent
functions. Furniture. howeve r 'S cesignea
to oe stationary to reauce ccssioiiities of
acciaents At tne same time :~ese consiaerations preaommatea in tre aesign conceptuaiizanon. Guna naa to ce careful not
to overaesign safety features since tne
orogram oiaces high vaiue
se ,f -

sufficiency for the resiaents.
The ouoiiciy orientea areas such as
out-patient sen/ices, teaching ana recrea
tion rcoms. Dlus aaministrative offices ?cr
the client, the Massachusetts Assoc:atior.i
for the Blma. are uiacea cowrstairs on the
street level A weli-aefmed ouonc en
trance. however, is keot seoarate from the
resiaents' entrance. All in an. the scneme
seems as if it snoula succeea n its
intention—creating a nonmst totional set
ting that responds empatneticaily to the
goais of the orogram anc sympathetically
to 'he urban context. [Suzame Stephens I
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Ca&e Five

The dav'mqer House
Bruce Goff

*

. - \

50.02, Bavinger house, near Norman, Oklahoma, plan
of upper levels.
6. seating area; 7. storage;
8. sleeping area; 9. studio; 10. guest; I I . bridge.

252.

50.02, Bavinger house, near Norman, Oklahoma,
section.
I . terrace; 3. pool; 4. dining area
6. seating area; 7. storage; 8. sleeping area
9. s t u d i o .

50.02, Bavinger
view from stair

house, near Norman, Oklahoma,
into breakfast area.

50".02, Bavinger house,

ne'er Normen, Ok I aho»e
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The project site is in the Lolo National Forest approximately thirty miles
west of Missoula, Montana on the Clark Fork River. It is lot number four in the
Ponderosa Pines development located four miles south-east of Alberton. This
development consists of five and ten acre lots located on and around a flat area
on the north side of a bend on the river.
The project property is bounded by a hobby ranch to the east, a single
family house to the west, the access road to the north, the river and Cinderella
Mountain to the south.
The site is not under civic zoning. The land slopes from the north to the
south, being primarily fiat with the largest grade near the bank of the river. All
required utilities including a drain field are available towards the south end of the
lot.
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Public

Living Room
TV and lounging area for casual entertaining.

150 ft2
Pinning Room
Elegant dining room for entertaining guests and for family occasions.

100ft2
Keet Room
Serves public section of house; must have toilet, sink, and small closet
for towels.

50ft2
Sitting/Reading Room with Fireplace
Library space with nice views. A place to withdraw to with guests for a
cocktail or to reflect on the day.

100ft2
total public space: 400ft2

Semi-Private

Kitchen
Must be easily navigated and not cluttered. A breakfast nook should be
included.

150ft2
Garage
Two car garage with room for bikes and other often-used equipment to be
stored.

350ft2
Guest Room
Room for a couple to stay for up to one week at a time. Adequate closet
space is thus necessary, and it should be close to a bathroom.

100ft2
Bath Room
5erves the guest room and must have a shower along with adequate
storage for guest's toiletries.

75ft 2
Storage
5torage for house things and also storage for lawn care items.

200ft2
Mechanical room
A place for the HVAC unit plus the breaker box and utilities meters.

30ft2
Mud/Laundry Room
A place for storage of winter coats and shoes which will include the
washer and drier.

75ft2
total semi-private: 930ft 2

Frlvate

Master Bedroom
A comfortable and private place. A place in which the owners can
withdraw and be completely isolated from the rest of the house.

175ft2
Maeter frath
Must include a tub and shower which are easily navigated. Must be #[uiet
place in which to relax.

100ft2
total private: 275ft2

total building: 1655ft2
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"Comfort is confused with the absence of sensation. The norm has become
rooms maintained at constant temperature without any vertically or
outlook to sunshine or breeze or discernible source of heat or center or, alas,
meaning."
-Le Cobusier

We as humans, try to decipher our surroundings constantly. We are
incisively interpreting orientation, weather, and environment in an attempt to
grasp the spirit of where we are. It is our perception of information that creates
the emotional responses that are experienced. 3ut not everyone perceives the
world in the same way. It is a complex task of breaking objects into their
properties and examining them, assembling them and understanding their design
and intent. We do this by drawing on past experience, relating the properties of
the object to things we know, but, this is subject to many variables. Cultural
heritage is perhaps the largest and most controllable aspect of this. People
from similar backgrounds will generally have similar opinions of the same object.
In this respect we can manipulate certain building conventions to minimize
misunderstandings. Now, if all preconceptions could be removed, we would
experience our environment spontaneously, as animated and living, the way
children do.
But even children view their environment via emotional
interpretations. Humans need to cling to an ordered system of interpreting
things; if the order is removed, perception can acquire the character of defense
rather than the collection of information. Should, then, architects conform to
the culturally implied order of design, or distort the way in which things are
viewed, thus causing a defensive thought process? Would it be bad to purposely
cause a defensive stance by creating a new thought process, or would it lead to
a new way to perceive our built environment and thus a new way to design it?

The -concepts of geographical orientation is a pertinent one to us as
architects. For we have to have a strong grasp of the environment we must look
at what creates the spaces in which we design. If we consider the basic elements
of organization to be proximity, continuity, and enclosure we could once again see
the world through the eyes of a child. By simplifying the environment in which we
design, we can then organize our concepts in a more solid manner.
People must always describe the activities of their life. In order to do
this, they must have some way in which to communicate their relative location
and the actions required in getting there. By defining the directions of travel,
man has defined the space in which he exists. Christian Norberg-5hultz talks
about the concept of place as having two elements, a center and a surrounding
ring. If we consider this, we see that we can define travel as being out of the
center in the outside ring. From this we can say that we go out of the place and
we later come back into it. By defining space in such simplistic ways we have
already created a place.
In architecture, we must also define the place (site) in which we design,
within the space (context) it exists. f3uy doing this we can provide a better
environment in which people exist. This is done by establishing directions, both
inside the built form and in the immediate area (site). This lends itself to
establishing paths from the place into the outside ring. These paths help to
define the place within the space it resides. These paths are usually created
along directional lines marked by some religious or solar grid. These things are
very important in that they have meaning to the inhabitants. By doing this they
can easily describe their daily activities by relating them to their environment.
This lends itself to a more comfortable space within they can exist, and
establishes a center which can become a place. Architects must be sensitive to
these things in order for our designs to be integrated with their environment and
their inhabitants.

earth
Mountains were therefore considered "centers"...a spot where one can pass from
one cosmic zone to another. In other words, mountains are placee within the
comprehensive landscape, places which make the structure of being manifest. To
the general ones already mentioned, we must add the hardness and permanence
of stone as a building material. Rocks and stone have been given primary
importance by many cultures because of their imperishableness.
-Christian Norberg-Shultz
In the tree heaven and earth are also united, not only in a spatial sense because
the trees rises up from the ground, but because it grows and is "alive". Every
year the tree reenacts the very process of creation, and to a primitive religious
mind, the tree ie the universe, and it is so because it reproduces it and sums it
up...in general vegetation is the manifestation of living reality.
-Christian Norberg-Shultz

sky
The marriage between heaven and earth forms the point of departure for the
further differentiation of "things". The mountain , thus, belongs to the earth, but
rises to the sky. It is "high", it is close to the heaven, it is a meeting place where
the two basic elements come together.
-Christian Norberg-Shultz
Eyeing on the earth implies to be under the sky. Although the sky is distant and
intangible, it has concrete "properties", and a very important characterizing
function. The effect of the sky is basically due to two factors. Firstly the
constitution of the sky itself, that is, the quality of light and color, and the
presence of characteristic clouds. Secondly its relationship to the ground, that
is, how it appears, from below. In general we may say that the eky ie ae large ae
the epace from which it ie eeen.
-Christian Norberg-Shultz
The sky is hardly experienced as a total hemisphere, but is narrowed in between
the contours of trees and rocks, and is moreover continuously modified by
clouds.
- Christian Norberg-Shultz

water

In the Genesis, God separates the dry Iand from the water after the creation of
heaven and earth, light and darkness, and in other cosmogonies water is the
primeval substance from which all forms come. The presence of water, thus, gives
identity to the land...
-Christian Norberg-5huitz
The most primitive of the "sacred places" we know of constituted a microcosm:
A landscape of stones, water, and trees.
-Mircea Eliade

I go down with the water and come up with the water.
I follow it and forget myself.
I survive because I don't struggle against the water's superior power.
-Chuang-Tse

mood
"Glassmaking has long been known in the Orient, but the craft never developed as
in the West. Great progress has been made, however, in the manufacture of
pottery. Surely this has something to do with our national character. We do
not dislike everything that shines, but we do prefer a pensive luster to a shallow
brilliance, a murky light that, whether in a stone or an artifact, bespeaks a sheen
of antiquity."6
Whether wood, stone or glass, the most beautiful is that which shows its true
nature. Wood is full of grain, the very strands of fiber which gives it strength and
beauty, and it would be a crime against the wood to smother it with paint. The
truly attractive stone is that which shows the impurities within. As such, glass
is made of sand and unless it is used to view through unobstructed, it should
keep the character of that from which it comes.
"As a general matter we find it hard to be really at home with things that shine
and glitter. The Westerner uses silver and steel and nickel tableware, and
polishes it to a fine brilliance, but we object to the practice. While we do
sometimes indeed use silver for teakettles, decanters, or sake cups, we prefer
not to polish it. On the contrary, we begin to enjoy it only when the luster has
worn off, when it has begun to take on a dark, smoky patina."7

® Tanizaki, Junichiro, In Praise of Shadows New Haven, Connecticut: Leete's Islands Books,
Inc., 1977, pg. 11.
7

Ibid. pg. 10.

special room

"...the Japanese toilet truly is a place of spiritual repose. It always stands apart
from the main building, at the end of a corridor, in a grove fragrant with leaves
and moss. No words can describe that sensation as one sits in the dim light,
basking in the faint glow reflected from the shoji, lost in meditation or gazing out
at the garden. The novelist Natsume Soseki counted his morning trips to the
toilet a great pleasure, "a physiological delight" he called it. And surely there
could be no better place to savor this pleasure than a Japanese toilet where,
surrounded by tranquil walls and finely grained wood, one looks out upon blue
skies and green leaves."2.
The toilet is like the brain of the house. It is a place which collects sensory
information and allows one to meditate and contemplate the day. It is set away
from the main building, and in doing so, allows it to be separate from the smells
and sounds of it. It should be in a garden with windows to allow sounds, smells,
and filtered light to enter.
"As I have said there are certain prerequisites: a degree of dimness, absolute
cleanliness, and quiet so complete one can hear the hum of a mosquito. And the
toilet is the perfect place to listen to the chirping of insects or the song of the
birds, to view the moon, or to enjoy any of those poignant moments that mark
the change of the seasons." 9
To furnish the toiled room one must take care to not give a sterile appearance.
The over-use of harsh tile and linoleum which reflects sound and light should be
avoided. Wood can be used to give a soft and subtle feeling and still be sanitary.
This will complement the play of light, sound and smells which are apparent in the
placement and design of this overlooked room.
"Were I able to have things my own way, I would much prefer fixtures - both men's
and women's - made of wood. Wood finished in glistening black lacquer is the very
best; but even unfinished wood, as it darkens and the grain grows more subtle
with the years, acquires an inexplicable power to calm and soothe."10

b

Tanizaki. Junichiro. In Praise of 5hadows New Haven, Connecticut: Leete's
slands Books, Inc., 1977, pp. 3-4.

9

Ibid., pg. 4.
Ibid., pg. 6.
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forme and Space

When thinking about the design of this building, I knew that the form was
to be the driving force to create the spaciai sensations that are needed. With
this in mind I went out and found pieces of two dimensional modern art, overlaid
trace paper, and combined interesting forms. After several of these tracings
were complete I then began to pull possible design elements out of them.
Combining these, I began to have unique forms with which to begin elevations and
plans. I then created a few different schematic design possibilities.
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Once I had these ideas, I found them to be too static and boring.
Although they were spacial and interesting they had poor volume and no real
integrity. My next move was to take these designs and create mobiles from
them and thus work with form following no ground plane. This enabled me to
create interesting, highly three-dimensional forms. I then took these mobiles and
photographed their shadows. The need for light to be implemented in this
building was one of the design requirements, thus it seemed appropriate to
create form by using shadows. These photographs were manipulated on the
photocopier and then brought into model form. These study models were
constantly changing and evoked interesting use of space from which the
presentation model was then constructed.
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The Broken Eye

This early version was then developed upon and brought to 1/5th scale. It
was at this point that the plan of the building and the sections were becoming
focused. The design needed to be more coherent in its forms and required a
unifying element. The form of the human eye began to take shape and it was
skewered by a thorn. Then it all began to click; the circulation, the place within
the space of the site, the orientation. The pupil became the circulation center
however, the manner in which to implement it was aloof until I stumbled upon
Bruce GofPs Bavinger House. The subtle way in which he separated the sleeping
areas by a few steps gave me the idea to allow the circulation to be as climbing
up a mountain.
As a path is traveled, the space changes: You traverse back and forth
and the light comes from different directions, the ground changes, the smells
change. I felt with changes in floorings at the different levels, along with spacial
and lighting differences, orientation could be controlled even in a small area. I
separated the private area by placing it upstairs with its own deck and spiral
stair. This was done to allow the owners the luxury of withdrawing when guests
are staying over and also to give them the best views up and down the river. The
materials are stone, glazed and rough tile, wood, rusted steel, and glass. They
are the embodiment of the rusted remains of loggers and miners and I feel that
they fit into the environment #[uite well. The rustic, grounded building will become
one with the earth over time and the vaulted roof lines will become a welcomed
sight to passing motorists on the interstate to the north.
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